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1. Introduction and Results
Let μ
r
e.πlr+ι(S°) be a ^-element of the (8r+l)-dimensional stable homo-
topy group of the sphere. Adams [1] gave a definition of μ
ry and showed that
(1.1) πl
r+1(SQ) = Z/2<μry®Kπ(dR) for r>0,
where dR\ ^^+ι(S°)->Hom(JίO0(S0), KO°(SSr+l)) is the ^-invariant in the KO-
theory. We assume that the mod 2 Adams filtration of μ
r
 is equal to 4r+l,
which determines each μ
r
 as a uniquely defined element.
Throughout the paper, CP? denotes the suspension spectrum of a Thorn
complex (CPm~n)n* for — oo<w<[w^oo and raΦoo, where ξ is the canonical
complex line bundle over the complex protective space CPm~n. In [5] and [10],
it is shown that, for r>0, μ
r
 is not in the image of the homomorphism t*:
πlr(CP%)->πszr+ι(S0) induced from a stable map t called a ^-transfer map. On
the other hand, Knapp [9] investigated ^-transfer maps t
n
 : Σ""
2
""
1
"
1
 CP~-»S°, and
proved that μ
r
 is in the image of (*2)* We remark that tQ=t. The purpose of
the present paper is to discuss whether or not μ
r
 is in the image of (t
n
)* for other
values of n.
Let I(μ
r
) be an ideal of π*(S°) generated by μ
r
. Then our main result is
stated as follows:
Theorem 1. Assume that r>0. If (8r+2*+1)+2 (8r+2*^1)* 0 mod
4 for an integer k, then 4r+1 ' ^ 4r~1
In contrast with Theorem 1, it holds that μ
r
<$Im(f2jfe+ι)* f°r anY r^ and
k. More generally, if we treat μ
r
 with indeterminacy Ker(rf
Λ
), then it is possi-
ble to give a necessary and sufficient condition for our problem. In order to
state it, we need some notations. Let a\ be the coefficient of tf in the power
series expansion of ((ex—l)lx)j, and, for
(1.2) u(n, m) = Min {/>0 1 fai-yeZ for all j with n<.j <>m} .
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Also, for n<^m> let
(1.3) h(n, m) = I h: πs2m(CPϊ) -* H2m(CP~ \ Z) \
be the order of the cokernel of the stable Hurewicz homomorphism. Then,
we denoet by u2(ny m) and h2(ny m) the exponents of 2 in the prime power decom-
positions of u(n, m) and h(n, m) respeatively.
We denote the coset class of μ
r
 mod Ker(^) by
(1.4) [μ
r
] =
for r>0. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem2. [μjnlm [(*,)*: 7r52n+8r(CP2)-*πsBr+ι(SQ)]=0 if and only if
one of the follswing conditions (a)— (d) holds: (a) n is odd] (b) m<n-\-4r\ (c) m>
n+4r and u2(n)n+4r)=u2(n—lί n+4r); (d) m>n+4r,
n+4r)—l and u^n, n
We remark that it is possible to prove Theorem 2 by using results of [7],
although we will prove it independently.
We also consider a similar problem to the 5°-transfer maps
(1.5) t
n
:2-»RP?-»S°,
which are defined on stunted real projective spaces, and to the 53-transfer maps
on stunted quaternionic (quasi-) projective spaces. As is easily seen, μ
r
 is not
in the image of the homomorphisms induced from 53-transfer maps (see Corollary
2.3). As for the 5°-transfer map of (1.5), we have the following:
Theorem3. (1) If n = 0 mod 4, m>n+2 (resp. m>n+l) and r>0
(resp. r=0), then /(μ
r
) dm (*„)*.
(2) Otherwise, we have [μ
r
] Π Im (£„)#— 0.
This paper is organized as follows: In §2 we prepare some necessary pro-
perties about ^-elements and transfer maps, and we prove Theorems 1-3 in
§3—5 respectively.
2. Preliminaries
First, we comment on the definition of μ
r
 briefly. Recall that a stable map
A : 28 M-*M is called an Adams map if it induces a XΌ-cohomology isomor-
phism, where M=5°U2^
1
 is the mod 2 Moore spectrum. According to [1],
there exists an Adams map, and a μ-element μ
r
^πlr+ι(S0) is defined to be the
stable homotopy calss of the composition ηoA'oi, where i: g8'*1-^ 81"1"1 M is the
bottom inclusion and η: ΣM->5° is an extension of η—μ$: S1-*S°. We remark
that there is some choice of Adams maps and so μ
r
 is not necessarily unique.
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But, in [8] it is proved that the highest value of the mod 2 Adams filtration of
Adams maps is 4. In this paper, we define μ
r
 to be the ^-element defined using
the Adams map of the highest filtration 4. Then μ
r
 is uniquely defined, and its
Adams filtration is 4r+l.
Let a be an ^-dimensional vector bundle over a finite complex X, X* its
Thorn space, and i: Sm-*XΛ the bottom inclusion. Then, since dR(μr)^pO as
in (1.1), we have the following:
Lemma 2.1. If a is a KO-orientable vector bundle, then i*(μ'
r
) Φ 0 in πϊn+sr+i
(X*)foranyμ'
r
ζΞ[μ
r
].
Proof. The assumption says that ί* : KOm(X«)->KOm(Sm) is an epimor-
phism. The property that dR(μr) Φ 0 means that (μ'r)* : KOm(Sm)-*KOm(Sm+*r+ί)
e^Z/2 is an epimorphism. Hence, (z°μ£)* is an epimorphism, and we have the
desired result.
Let (F,d)=(R, 1), (C, 2) or (//, 4), and FP% be the suspension spectrum
of a Thorn space (FPm~n)nξ, where ξ is the canomical F-line bundle over the F-
projective space FPm~tt. By [3], for \<,n<,m^ FPn is the suspension spectrum
of the stunted projective space FF*IFP*~l. By [9] o r[ll], the cofiber of the
Sd ^-transfer map ί
n
: FPy-+Sd(n~»+1 is homotopy equivalent to Σ-FP?_ι. That
is, we have the following:
Lemma 2.2. For — oo<#<;#ί<oo and n^p^.we have a cofiber sequence
i - FP
where q and i are the collapsing map and the inclusion map respectively.
Since (4/rf) ξ is a AΌ-orientable vector bundle, we have the following
corollary of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2.
Corollary 2.3. Assume that d(n—l) = Q mod 4. Then, for the Sd~l-trans-
fer map t
n
: FP?-*Sd(*-v+1y we have [μr] Π Im (*„)#= 0.
Let e
c
 be the έ?-invariant in the K-theory. Then Adams [1] showed that
(2.4) e
c
(μ
r
)= 1/2 modi and Ker(^) = Ker(*
c
) in jrίr+ι(5°) -
Applying this property, we have the following lemma, where X is a finite com-
plex and/: X-+S* is a stable map.
Lemma 2.5. Assutne r>0. 7//*=0: K'(S')-+1F(X) and H'***l(X\ O)
=0, then [μ
r
] Π Imf/*: π5t+sr+ι(X)-+πlr+ι(S0)]=0.
Proof. Suppose that μ'
r
 e Im^) for some μ'
r
^ [μ
r
]. Then we have maps
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g and g satisfying the following homotopy commutative diagram:
st+Sr+1 j^st_l_
x - > s < - -
where C(μ'
r
) and C(f) are the cofibers of μ'
r
 and / respectively. Apply K-
cohomology functor on this diagram. Then, ί*: J?'(C(/)) j^?'(S')=^<*> is an
epimorphism by assumption, and thus there is an element x&S?(C(f)) with
i*(x)=ι. Then, by the definition of e
c
, we have ch(g*(x))=lt+ec(μ'r) lί+8r+2e
H*(C(μ'
r
); Q)y where ch is the Chern character and 1,. denotes a generator of
Hl(C(μ'r)\Z). Since //ί+8'+2(C(/); ρ) = 0 by assumption, we have ch(g*(x))=
g*(ch(x))=lt and thus ^C(A60==0 ^ut ^is contradicts to (2.4), and thus we
have the desired result.
By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.5 we have the following:
Corollary 2.6. [μ
r
] Π Im(t
n
)*=0 for r>0, ι/ 4 is one of the following:
(1) the S°-trawfer t
n
 : RP2-+S" for odd n
(2) the Sl-transfer t
n
: CP%-*S2*-1 for m<n+4r.
3. Proof of Theorem 1
We consider the mod 2 Adams spectral sequences
\ Z/2), Z/2)
for finite CPF-spectra PF, and denote the r-th terms by E'
r
 '(W). For W--=SQ, h{
denotes the generator of £2§2'(S°)«Z/2 for O^ί ^ 3. By the vanishing theorem
and the periodicity theorem ([2]), /?* '(S°) are well investigated near the vanishing
line (cf. [12; Chap. 3.4]). The periodicity theorem states that there is an iso-
morphism P: J?i-'(S0)-*fili+4'flfl2(S0), for 4^*<α<3*+2, defined by P(u)^--
<//, hi, Λ3>, a Massey product, and we will apply it repeatedly to our calculation.
As an example, it is known that /?2i*+8r+1(S°)=0 for ί>4r+2, and that, if we
put a4r+1=P
r(h1)y
(3.1) Eί'*1-12'*2^) = Eir+1'12r+2(S°) = Z/2 <a4r+1> ,
where P(h
λ
) is defined by the same way. Then, by the assumption that the
mod 2 Adams filtration of μ
r
 is 4r+l, μ
r
 just corresponds to α4r+1.
Now, the condition of Theorem 1 is divided into the following two cases:
,3,,
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/8r+2k+l\ /8r+2k-l
<«> ( 4,+, M 4,-!
By Lemma 2.2, Theorem 1 is equivalent to the assertion that i%(μ,)=Q in
*J*+βr-ι(CPiίίί') if (3.2) or (3.3) is satisfied, where ί: S4*-2-*CPlϊ±ίr is the bot-
tom inclusion. Then, since
 JB|-*+8r+4*"1(CPiiiir)=0 for ί>4r+2 by the vanish-
ing theorem, the following theorem implies Theorem 1 by (3.1), and the rest of
this section is devoted to the proof of it.
Theorem 3.4. If (3.2) (resp. (3.3)) is satisfied, then i^(a4r+1) = 0 in
We use conditions (3.2) and (3.3) to ensure the the following lemma, which
is an immediate consequence of results by Crabb and Knapp in [6], where
h2(n, wί) denotes the integer defined below (1.3).
Lemma 3.5. Assume that (3.2) (resp. (3.3)) is satisfied. Then, h2(2k—ίy
2k+4r)=4r+l (resp.=^4r), and, as a generator of the free part of πlk+s^CPu-i),
we have an element x whose mod 2 Adams filtration is 4r+l (resp. 4r).
Proof. In [6] and [7], the codegrees cd2(cc, X) and the '^-theory codegrees
cd2(a, X) of vector bundles a over connected spaces X are determined under*
some conditions. We put L=2Λ+4r+l. Then, by [6; Cor. 1.3] and [7; Prop.
5.24], we have cd2(—Lξ, CP4r+1)-4r+l if (3.2) is satisfied. By similar calcu-
lations, we see that cd2(-Lξ, CP*r+1)=4r if (3.3) is satisfied. By [6; Th. 1.5 and
1.6] and the proofs of them, if cdJ2(—Lξ, CPAr+1)=4r+6 for 6=1 or 0, then we
have cd2(—Lξ, OP4r+1)=4r+£, and it holds that, as a generator of the free part
of the stable cohomotopy group πJ2L((CP4r+1)~Lξ), we have an element y whose
mod 2 Adams filtration is 4r+6. Since CPiίίίr is 5-dual to (OP*r+1)~Lξ by [3]
and/*2(2&— l,2fc+4r)= cd2(— Lξ, CP4r+1) by definitions, the dual element #e
πlk+sr(CP%k±ir) of y is the required generator of the free part, and we have the
desired result.
In order to prove Theorem 3.4, we also need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.6. Assume that m^n+ir. Then, for the inclusion i: S
we have *'*(/v)Φθ in *i
r
+2n+ι(OPϊ)9 and hence **(fl4r+1)Φθ in Eir+1'l2r+2n
Lemma 3.7. For integers r>0 and ky we have an element b satisfying
Eγ^^-\CPll^-l)=Zβ<by and hjb = i*(a4r+l) ,
where i: S4k-2-+CP22
k
kίi
r
~
l
 is the bottom inclusion.
Lemma 3.6 follows obviously from Lemma 2.2, Corollary 2.6 and the van-
ishing theorem. We postopone the proof of Lemma 3.7 until the end of this
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section, and prove Theorem 3.4 first.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Put X=CPlHίr and X'^CPlltϊ'1. Then, the
i' P
cofiber sequence X'-*X-*S4k+8r induces the following exact sequence of E2-
terms:
By Lemma 3.5, as a generator of the free part of τtBr+4k(X)> we have an element
x whose mod 2 Adams filtration is 4r+l (resp. 4r), if (3.2) (resp. (3.3)) is satisfied.
Also, by Lemma 3.7, we have £ir'12r+4*-1(J?')=Z/2<4> and hQb=i*(a4r+1).
First, we assume that (3.2) is satisfied. Then x represents an element
yeE4J+l l2r+'M(X) which satisfies ί*(y)=Air+1. It holds that 8(Ajr)=ί*(Λ4H-ι)
in βir+1 12r+4*(jr'), because otherwise we have h2(2k-Λ, 2A+4r)£4r which does
not occur by Lemma 3.5. Hence, ί*(α4r+1)=0 in £T+1 12r+/%Y), and thus we
have the desired result in this case.
Next, we assume that (3.3) is satisfied. Then x represents an element yG
EZ 12r+"(X), and then we have p*(y)=htf. In this case, we have hγ~l=(p*)
(*) for some *e£ίr-1 12r+4*-1(J5Γ). In fact, if Aj^φlm^*), then we have
dhor~1=b and 9Λor=A0δ=/#(Λ4r+1)=l=0 by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, which con-
tradicts to the equality p*(y)=h*0r. Hence £ir+1'12+4*(J?)=Z/2<i#(^+1)>, and
.£§+1 f+8r+4*(J?)=0 foi *>4r+l. But we have ^-Oe£ir-1-12r+4*-1(JY), because
otherwise we have h2(2k— 1, 2A+4r)<£4r— 1 which does not occur by Lemma
3.5. Therefore we have </,(*) =ί*(β4r+1), and thus i*(β4r+l)=0 in «Sr+1 12r+4*(JP),
which establishes the required result.
Proof of Lemma 3.7. As in (3.1), we have P(α4r+1)— a4r+5 for r> 1, where P
is the isomorphism in the periodicity theorem. We put a4r— P
r
"
1(AoA3)s£'2f'12r~1
(S°). Then, it is known that a4r is represented by an element a4r which is in
Im(/)Cτri
r
_ι(S°) and of order 2, and we have £ίr 12r-1(5°)=-Bir 12r-I(ιSβ)=Z/2
< 4^r> and £ί '
+8r
-
1(Sf°)=0 for ί>4r+l by the periodicity theorem.
Consider a cofiber sequence S^S^M^S2. Then, S4*-2M,=CPlLι,
and we have an isomorphism ij: £i β+βr+4*-1(CPlί-ι)-*JE:5 f+8r+4*-1(CPlίίίr-1)
for ί>4r, where ϊ is the usual inclusion. Thus, to obtain the required result,
it is sufficient to prove that there is an element w^E2r>12r+1(M
ΎI) with h0w=i*
(#2r+i)> because then b=i#(w) is a desired element.
By using the exact sequence of JSg-terms induced from the above cofiber se-
quence, we see that Es2'
s+Br+1(M
Ί])= 0, Z/2<i*(e4r+1)> and Z/2<zί;> according as
£>4r+2, s=4r+l and s=4r, and we have q*(w)=a4r since hi a4r=Q. Also we
have £i't+8r(Af,)=0 for ί>4r+l. Thus 5!r 12r+1(M1|)=f?ir 12r+1(Af1|)=Z/2<w>.
We show that w is the desired element. To do it, we consider an exact sequence
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πί
r
(SQ) - πss
r
+ι(S<>) -i wir+iίM,) 
r^
-i(S°). Let i ewk^M,) represents w.
Then ?#^=ar4r,
 and we have 2v^i*<(j], α4r, 2> by [15; Prop. 1.8], where < , , >
denotes a Toda bracket. But, μ
r
^ζη, 2, α4r> by definition, and thus by
[15 (3.9)] we have 2v=ί*(μ,+2u) for some uGyei
r
+ι(S"). This yields that V=
ί'#(tf4
r
+ι), and we complete the proof.
4. Proof of Theorem 2
Theorem 2 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for
(4.1) [μ
r
] n Im [(*„)* :
 ί
r!.+βΓ(OP?) - r^+ι(5°)] - 0 ,
where r>0 and m>n. By Corollaries 2.3 and 2.6, (4.1) holds if the condition
(a) or (b) of Theorem 2 is satisfied. In this section, we prove that, for w>n+4r,
(4.1) holds if and only if the condition (c) or (d) of Theorem 2 is satisfied.
Then it establishes Theorem 2.
When we treat μ
r
 with indeterminacy Ker^), the Adams-No vikov spectral
sequence
E*t,(X) = Exts^MU(MU*, MU*(X)) -» ι4(-X)
is an efficient tool, where MU is the Thorn spectrum of the complex cobordism
theory. The cofiber sequence in Lemma 2.2 induces an exact sequence
Q ie O(4.2) 0 - EU+
Let PMUk( ) be the group of all primitive elements in MUk( ) with respect
to the Mt/HcMLf-comodule structure of MU*( ). Then, it is a fundamental
fact that Eltk( )=PMUk( ), and for k>h we have
(4.3) Elt2k(CPh) « PMU2k(CPh) « ^ <Λ.*> for some generator ghtk .
Also we need the following well known fact.
Lemma 4.4. (1) £Ί2,8r+2(S°)=£'Γ.8r+2(50)^Z/2<α4r+1> and a4r+1 is repre-
sented by μ
r
.
(2) δ induces a homomorphism £1o°,2«+8r(C'P~)^ £lΓ,8r+2(50)J which is associated
with (ί.)* : π!n+Br(CPϊ)->πίr+ι(S°).
By (4.2-4), we have the following:
Corollary 4.5. Assume that m>n-\-4r. Then, (4.1) holds if and only if
one of the following holds:
(1)
(2)
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In order to combine Corollary 4.5 with the required result, we need to
represent ghtk in an explicit form, and we use a method given by [13] and [4].
In order to describe it, we prepare the following notations to denote generators
of E-homology groups of CPn and MU for EWf , MU or K.
= E*<βϊ, £f+ι, •••> and E*(MU) = E*[bf, bj, •••] ,
where \βf\ = \bf\=2. Also, (b)} denotes the 2/-dimensional part of (1+ftf +
•• +δf)', and we identify it with an element of π2j(MU)®Q. Then ghtk is
represented by the following formula, in which u(h, K) is the integer gievn in
(1.2).
Proposition 4.6. Assume that h<,k. Then we have
gn,k = u(h, k) Σ (Λ)ί_, β?u up to sign.
Proof. We put S=Σ*-*(&)*-/ &¥*• By the similar reason as in [13], it is
easy to see that B^PMU2k(CPΐ)®Q^Q. By Baker ([4]) it is shown that the
Todd genus τ: MU-*K induces an isomorphism r*: PMU*(CPΐ)->PK*(CPZ)
by the Hattori-Stong theorem, and it is known that τ*(β?u)=βf and τ*(b?)=
(l/(i+l) l)ti^π2i(K)®O(d. [14]), where ttΞπ2(K)^Z is a generator. Thus
we have
where aj is the coefficient of xj in the power series expansion of ((e*— I)/Λ:)'*.
Hence, by (1.2), u(hy K) is the minimum positive integer such that u(h, k)B is an
integral class, and thus we have the desired result.
Now, we can complete the proof of Theorem 2. The condition that
ϊ*(Λ-ι.
ί
,+4
r
)=±ftfί,+4r(resp. 9*(£«-ι,«+4r)^±2£n,M+4r) ίn Corollary 4.5 is equiva-
lent to that Uz(n, ?^+4r)=u2(n—lί n+4r) (resp. u2(n, n+4r)=u2(n—l, n+4r)— 1),
by Proposition 4.6. Also, we have tι2(n, n-\-4r)<h2(n, n+4-r) if and only if
Λ.«+4
Γ
φiTi2n+8r(C'PΓ), by (4.3), Proposition 4.6 and the definition of h(n, m).
Therefore, for w>w+4r, the conditions (c) and (d) in Theorem 2 are equivalent
to those of (1) and (2) in Corollary 4.5 respectively. Thus we have the desired
result.
5. Proof of Theorem 3
Let Mt=S'\J2 CS* be the mod 2 Moore spectrum. Then the stable cell
structure of RPilt \ is given by
(5.1) RPHtl ^ S4*-1^ COS4*-1 VM
α
) ,
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where η is an extension of η--^=μ^ and thus the following lemma is easily seen,
where [X, Y] denotes the abelian group of all stable homotopy classes of stable
maps from X to Y.
Lemma 5.2. (1) *iA(JRPU±l)=0.
(2) (2 V ?)*: [M4k+1, RPti+2]-+[M4k+1, S4k] is an epimorphism.
Now, Theorem 3 for n=\ mod 2 has already shown in Corollary 2.6. By
Lemma 2.2, we have a cofiber sequence
(5.3) RPZ^S'^ZRPZ-i,
where ΐ
n
 is the *S°-transfer map and i is the bottom inclusion. Then we have
Theorem 3 for n=2 mod 4 as follows:
Lemma 5.4. If n = 2 mod 4, then [μ
r
] nIm(ί
ίl)9|C=0 for r>0 and m>n.
Proof. We prove that /*(μθΦθ in πs
n
+sr(RPn-\) for any μ'
r
G[μ
r
]. Then
it yields the desired result by (5.3). Let 9: Σ#P;?-ι->Σ2 RPl~l be the attaching
map, and i': ιSr*"1-»S2 RPn-l the bottom inclusion. Since the attaching map of
the top cell of Σ2 RPl~l is homotopic to i'°η by (5.1), and, since it is also homo-
topic to 9°ί, we ha have
But Σ2 JRP il— M
n
_!, and 2Jfw'
r
 in 7r^+2(S°) by [1; Th.1.4]. Hence we have
y and thus the desired result that /#(//,£) ΦO.
Now, we begin the proof of theorem 3 for #=0 mod 4, and so we put n— 4k.
Let ittm: RPlk-i-^RP^k-i be the inclusion for 4k<t<m. For m>4k-}-l, ^(/^o)
&πlk(RPTk-ι) is in the image of (i^+i.*)*, and thus we have ί#(A6o)==0 by Lemma
5.2(1). When »ι=4Λ, /*(AAo)Φθ, since ί4Λ: S*k-^S4k is of degree 2 and 2Jfμ0.
Thus \ve have the following lemma, which is the assertion of Theorem 3 for μQ
and n=4k.
Lemma 5.5. μ0^Im(t4k)* if and only ifm>4k+l.
Lastly, the following lemma completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Lemma 5.6. Assume that r>0. Then, μ
r
^Im(t4k)* if m>4k+2, and
[μ
r
] Π Im (/«)*= 0 ifm=4k or 4k+l.
Proof. First we assume that m>4kjr2, and prove that /#(μ
r
)=0 for the
bottom inclusion i. Then it yields the desired result in this case by (5.3). By
Lemma 5.2(2), we have /*07)=0 in [M
α
, jRPίίίϊ]. But, since μ
r
=ηoAΌi by
definition, we have i*(μ
r
}— 0> and the desired result. For the case of m=-4k,
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the assertion is obvious, because t4k: S
4
*~»S4* is of degree 2 and μ'
r
 is not devid-
ed by 2 for any μ'
r
^[μ
r
] Next, we assume m=4k-\-ί. Then, by (5.1) and
(5.3), t4k^2 V r j : S4k VS4*+1-*S4*. Suppose that μ'r e Im(t4k)* for some //,£<Ξ [μr].
Then we have μ'
r
—ηaQ }-2aι for some ^.ezr8r+i(50), and ημfr—η2aQ. But this is
impossible, because the Adams-Novikov filtration ofημ'
r
 is 2 (cf. [12; Chap. 5.4])
and that of η2 aQ is greater than 2. Thus w
r
e have μέφlm^)*, and complete
the proof.
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